Contextual Messaging
Strategies to improve marketing team effectiveness
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“

Most companies don’t really know their
customers or markets well enough to
anticipate behavior... Only by understanding
customers’ life struggles and challenges can
companies connect the dots between what
solutions customers need and company
capabilities to provide them.

“

“Unleash the Power of Marketing to Drive Innovation and Profit,”
Ranjay Gulati, Harvard Business Review
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Get relevant or be ignored.
In order for messaging to be compelling, it needs to be in context of
the audience’s situation – right now. It must address their concerns
and outcomes in relation to their role, their business outcomes, and it
must position your company and offering uniquely against all others.
We combine our intimacy with sales and our technology heritage to
communicate contextual messaging that get infused into accountbased marketing campaigns and throughout sales playbooks.
Sales reps will be more relevant when equipped with messaging
translated into best sales arguments, elevator pitches, and key
differentiators contextualized to match current sales plays.
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Five ways to maintain relevance
To be truly relevant and engaging, customer messaging must be
designed in multiple contexts. Consider these five strategic contexts
in defining your messaging:

1 Individual
2 Business
3 Relationship
4 Competitive
5 Buying stage
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Questions to answer. Assumptions to capture.

1

Individual

Where do your prospects sit in the organization?
What role do they play in the purchase?
What issues are most important to them right now?

2

Business

Are you targeting large enterprises or small businesses?
Which industries represent the best targets?
What are the key trends or requirements in those industries?

3
Relationship
4
Buying stage
5
Competitive

What solutions do your prospects already have?
Which competitors are courting them?
What are the competitors saying about themselves and about you?
Are they an existing or new prospect?
What’s the health of the relationship?
How does your prospect think of today?

Is your prospect actively seeking a solution?
Do they recognize that they have a need?
What beliefs must be created or changed to drive a purchase?
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Apply the intelligence
The answers to the questions on the prior
pages should drive a unique value proposition
and supporting story for each context.
You can more finely target and touch people in
a very discrete way using contextual
messaging that are:
•

Crafted in context of customer-buying
dynamics

•

Integrated on multiple levels and
orchestrated over time

•

Interactive and dynamic to reapply learning
and optimize results

Consider this
An account-based
loyalty campaign for
at-risk customers in
financial services and
pharma companies, or
an online competitive
attack campaign to
acquire new prospects
in small businesses,
would each feature
entirely different
messaging to break
through current beliefsets and compel
action.
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Insights about customers drive relevance
IDENTIFY

the right type of customers

Industry, company size

TARGET

customer types with appropriate vehicles

Company, title/role

MESSAGE

to attract the right types of customers

Company archetype,
Individual archetype

ENGAGE

prospects and/or customers

Account profile, buying
cycle, relationship context

PITCH

to specific individuals

Personal and situational
context

LEARN

about the changes in customer
attitudes

Response to pitches
and offers

Finding the right
target requires
multi-layered insight

!

Engaging them demands deep
understanding of who they are
and what moves them

!

Apply learning
throughout the entire
process
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Communicate in context
Start with the
end in mind

Understand
your audience

Be relevant
now

What belief of
behavior do you
want to create?

Know their goals,
pains, and fears.

Tap into current
memes and topics.
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We develop contextual selling tools and content marketing programs that are considered best in class,
with messaging that sharpens differentiation, playbooks that improve sales performance, and content
marketing programs that deliver results. We help companies harness sales leader knowledge and apply
rich insight about customer drivers and market realities in tools and programs that drive measurable
change, often in less than 90 days.
If you want to equip your field, call Jenee Gatto today at 408-540-5305. Or, if you’d like to explore additional
best practices, visit us at www.contextual-selling.com.
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